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SUMMER VACATIONS HOME ASSIGNMENT
SESSION: - 2019-20

CLASS: - 8th
Longer days and shorter nights
Dark shades & brighter lights
Favourite music & best friends
Keep away pencils keep away pens.
Make these days the time of your life.
And make the nights just as right
This time only comes once a year
So live it up without inhibition and fear.
Must do: Eat healthy food and drink lots of water & juice
 Read every day. Watch less of T.V.
 Revise the concepts taught.
General Instructions:
 Make separate notebooks for all the subjects, cover and label them properly
 Worksheets to be put in separate folder for each subject.
English:I. Make an assignment file (creative) of A4 size with a decorative front page to write the following topics:
Topics





An imaginative interview with your favourtie Character from the stories you have ever read.
Write about any 5 authors including pictures from your English literature book or Google.
Share your experience of a Summer Camp in form of an extended paragraph.
Share your experience of any one day spent in the lap of nature. (Relevant picture should also be pasted).

II. Grammar Work




Do the exercise related to punctuation Marks and Capital letter (Ch – 18) on book.
Learn synonyms and Antonyms (Ch – 19) and word often confused (CH – 20) of grammar book.
Write any two essays on notebook.
i) Indian farmer
ii) Tsunami



Write and learn any 40 idioms and phrases in your notebook along with their meaning and frame sentences
of each.

Science:



Read chapter 4 “Metals and Non-Metals” and write the very short answer type question of the Chapter -4 (
at least 25)
Learn and Write chapter 12, „Friction‟.
Revise whole syllabus of UT-1.

Project work





Prepare a report on the various ways to reduce friction. Think of any new material/technique that can
reduce the friction. Prepare a report on that.
Create a chart of 5 slogans on reducing the use of plastic.
Write and learn the following definitions with examples and units,
Distance, Displacement, Velocity, force, Mass Velocity, work, Energy, Power, Pressure, Sound, Pitch,
Frequency, wavelength, Amplitude, Density, momentum, trust, friction, Current, Resistance, Gravity.

Maths:





Cut 5 Sudoku from newspaper, solve them and paste on A4 size sheet.
Create a chart to find the sum of consecutive odd numbers from the cube of 11 to 20. Also show how many
digits are involved.
Practise Chapter: - 1, 2, 3 and 4 on notebook.
Create a chart for identities of polynomials and five different examples below each identity.
Write any five rules of Vedic mathematics with examples.

Social science:(History / Civics)
Practice Section








Mark all the countries of Europe, Asia and Africa on Political map of world and on separate continent
maps.(10 times)
Mark all the state and U.T on the political Map of India. (20 times)
Learning Section
Learn all the syllabus done in 1st unit test.
Project work
Jot down 20 Slogans given by India Revolutionaries during the India‟s Struggle for independence.
Writing Section
Compare the constitution of India and America.
Write down the directive principles of state policy. Write down fundamental rights and duties of an Indian
citizen.
Write down the name of 10 Monument of the below mentioned period:i) Ancient
ii) Medieval
iii) Modern
iv) After independence.
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Computer:





Compulsory for all students.
a) Learn lesson No. 1 and 2
b) How is learn useful in educational field?
Prepare an assignment on various Internet service providers. (R. No 1 to 10)
Write IT inventors from computer. (R. No 11 to 20)
Prepare an assignment on generation of computers. (R. No 20 to 29)

G.K:





Write any 20 general question based on History of Jammu and Kashmir on GK notebook.
Take print layout of President of India and paste it on GK notebook.
Take print layout of current Chief Ministers of India and paste on Gk notebook.
Prepare quiz competition on current affairs.
Lean Unit: - 1.

Travelogue: 







.

Prepare a booklet using pastel sheets about the place you visted during the holidays.
Name of the place you visted?
Where is that place?
How did you travel?
Who all went with you?
What did you see there?
Paste pictures & photographs.

Urdu: -

Punjabi: -

